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August 26, 2021
When people discover that Mother Mary has been a major figure in my life since I was three years old, along
with Jesus, they wonder how and when she first made herself known to me. Beloved Mother Mary first
appeared to me in 1980 during a banker’s conference, wherein I was the only one in the room who could see
and hear her. Imagine me dressed in a pin-striped, three-piece suit, in a room full of thirty colleagues, when
Mary suddenly manifested directly in front of me, dressed in a white gown with a blue shawl and matching
blue sash. Smiling at my astonishment, she hovered about two feet off the floor and began to speak to me
telepathically in a high, pure voice.
She informed me that I was far too serious and that I needed to keep my vibration much higher and that she
loved me and would help me. She tested me for eleven years to ascertain if I would faithfully carry out simple
requests. I was told at the end of the testing period that I was dependable and would therefore be given more
service tasks in the future. She further said that the saints and angels are here now to help humanity to pass
through this chaotic period and to help establish the New Golden Age of Peace and Plenty, wherein we will be
blessed and strengthened with many Gifts of the Spirit to help people who are suffering.
Meanwhile, before Mary began giving me over a thousand prophecies, starting on Dec. 8, 1991, other Masters
and saints, East and West, began to appear to me. They are Sri Sathya Sai Baba, Beloved Kwan Yin, Archangel
Michael, St. Walburga, Master Jesus and Gautama Buddha. They made it very clear that we are not our roles in
this Divine Drama, but that to be given a role of visionary messenger, for example, a person will have to
endure many tests and trials. We should never, ever seek to feel special or separate from others in any way. We
are all part of the vast Family of Humanity under the Fatherhood of God.
We can contact God, Master Jesus, Mother Mary, Ascended Masters (saints) and angels by spending more time
in prayer and meditation, by loving and serving others constantly, and by asking to see/feel/hear specific
saints or Masters. We can practice being in a constant state of inner listening by turning off the TV and our
devices, and by focusing inward instead of outward. Over the years Mother Mary has appeared several times
in our home, as well as outdoors on our acreage in the Great Plains of Colorado, and elsewhere. She has
delivered her messages and prophecies both “in person” as well as by locutions, or inner messages, on more
than fifty topics, including current events, future Earth Changes and tribulations, the changing animal
kingdom, future archeological findings, changing cultures, weather anomalies, the coming Golden Age, and
the Gifts of the Spirit which are currently being gifted to man through God’s mercy. Some of the many
messages and prophecies she has given follow:

1. “Due to the up-thrusts of the Earth, there will come, from oceans - temples, pyramids, ancient
enclosures and many treasures arising to the surface, (from past sunken civilizations) to be studied by
archeologists. They will change our view of history and of our abilities.
2. Marine life will change and large sea creatures will return to Sirius in their etheric bodies. Their work
will have been done regarding their service as emotional buffers for humanity, along with elephants, rhinos,
hippos, walrus, seals, whales, dolphins and other large land and sea creatures.
3. Many species of birds and animals will leave the Earth in large numbers. New birds and animals will
be introduced to the planet later and eventually the Earth will be restored to its garden state.
4. Famine and food shortages will come in the future; therefore, it would be advisable to grow your
own food. Further, it would be a good idea to erect cold frames, greenhouses, shade and lathe houses and
other covered gardens to protect from crop damage due to hail, ash and wind.
5. Learn healing and first aid skills now and practice, practice, practice on others!
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6. The U.S. will be humbled with great loss of land and population. Japan will eventually sink under the
ocean.
7. Every area of the world will see death and damage due to weather, Earth Changes and/or
bombings, but none will be so great as in coastal areas.
8. You are all heroes in the making. As we teach you, teach as many as you can, as quickly as you can.
The safety of an area depends on the Consciousness of the inhabitants there. Love and serve each other.
9. People will draw closer in the heart as events accelerate.
10. Pray daily for those who are under tremendous pressure in rendering help to the public: firefighters, the military, police, teachers, doctors and nurses, ambulance technicians, counselors and therapists,
ministers and priests, prayer group leaders, public speakers.
11. Stay established in unswerving peace in the heart as chaos mounts.
12. Ask me, your loving Mother, for help with your attachments to others and with your addictions to
drugs, alcohol, meat, sugar, smoking, porn, TV, and other distractions. These things create blocks in your
emotions and in your bodies.
13. Courage will abound globally as people will risk their lives saving others from floods, fires, storms
and other dangers.
14. All of this is only temporary. Don’t give up hope. Ask to know your Gifts and next step.
15. Guard your children in their movements, associations, viewing and listening. They are being
undermined at ever younger ages to cripple the tree of society by striking at the roots.
16. Your reason for being here is to balance your karma and to love and to serve all that you meet.
17. Be towers of bliss for your families, workplaces and neighborhoods. (This takes constant focusing
within to receive Guidance. Connie)
18. These are indeed Apostolic times, that is, for the followers/devotees of all great Teachers and
traditions. There will be seen (on the part of ordinary people) the acts of levitation, the raising of the “dead,”
manifestations, regeneration of teeth and missing limbs, and the demonstrated ability to make oneself
invisible when necessary. For mankind to live in peace, it is vital that all of Earth’s brothers and sisters respect
each other’s faiths and traditions.
19. Massive numbers of people will soon be leaving the Earth and will be met by Jesus, Mary and other
Masters and angels as they arrive on the “other side.” We will be given the help we need during this time of
chaos and Tribulation, that precedes the New Golden Age.
20. The majority of humanity will be homeless (due to immense storms and high winds, quakes and
other disruptors) and tent cities and refugee camps will spread out across the U.S. and the world. Mankind will
be greatly humbled and a large percentage will leave, due to illness, injuries and starvation. Angels will walk
among them, helping and consoling them, though they will be unseen by most.
21. Teach what you learn to others, as fast as you can, so that everyone has numerous abilities to
reduce suffering and to help others to help themselves.
22. Prayer groups will spring up everywhere and miracles will happen in their midst.
23. Ordinary people of all faiths, in the tens of thousands, will be used as vehicles for blessing, healing,
manifestation, precipitation, bi-location and resurrection, among many, many other Gifts of the Spirit.
24. The greatest International, Inter-faith Spiritual Revival/Renewal in the history of the world has now
begun. As events in the outer world get more intense, miracles will accelerate and proliferate globally, in stark
contrast to man-created chaos. Resurrections will become commonplace and have already become numerous
in Africa (often “performed” by children, via God’s Grace) and in Mozambique and Brazil. (Currently, revival
miracles have “broken out” in several American venues, such as in NW Georgia; Philadelphia, PA; Nashville, TN;
Alabama; and on California beaches, where thousands have baptized each other, fully clothed, in the Pacific
Ocean, attended by healings and miracles. The purpose of the Great Inter-faith Revival is to prompt people to
acknowledge their sins/errors and to ask forgiveness of God and to return home to Him in the heart, letting
Him guide their ways, life-styles and thoughts, and to show their love for Him by compassionately serving Him
in those who are in need to help. As we help to relieve their suffering, they, too, can wake up to their life
purposes and lead peaceful, loving lives, thus restoring the world to peace and happiness, in the awareness
that each of us is Divine, made in the Image of our Heavenly Father.)
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Connie Shaw is an author, international speaker, visionary, counselor, healing facilitator and co-founder of
Quantum Gazing with her husband, Jim Wright, who is also an international speaker, healing facilitator and
retired executive of a multi-national corporation. They live in Colorado.
All rights reserved. Copyright 2021 by Connie B. Shaw.
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